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In order to increasethe detectionefficiency and also reducethe interdetector
spillage,a new wedge-shapedBGOscintillationdetector array is proposed.By
shapingthefrontpartof a detectorasa wedge,the absorptionpathbecomeslong
or, particularlyfor obliquelyIncidentphotons,thereby improvingthe uniformftyin
the sensitivity for the incident photons of different angles. To demonstrate the ef
fectiveness of the proposed detector shape, a Monte Carlo simulation was per
formedandthe resultsare presented.
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Current trends in instrumentation for positronemis
sion tomography are towards higher resolution and
sensitivity, ultimately aiming for dynamic function
studies with multislice or volume imaging capability
(1â€”5).High-resolution imaging, in particular, requires
the use of narrow detecting crystals while still retaining
high enough detection efficiency. Bismuth germanate
(BGO) crystals have been used successfully for this
purpose (6â€”7)and a spatial resolutionof 6â€”8mm has
been obtained. Even with BGO, however, if the crystal
width is reduced to several millimeters, degradation of
detection efficiency and interdetector spillage becomes
significant, particularly with obliquely incident photons

@ (8â€”11). The effect on the reconstructedimage appears
as a degradation of resolution and contrast toward the
periphery of the object. Further narrowing of the crystal
width, therefore, has encountered constraints. Allevia
tion of such a problem can be achieved by modification
of the detector shape from the conventionalparallele
piped to one with a wedge-shaped front end (Figs. 2 and
3). The proposed shape makes the absorption length
longerforobliquelyincidentphotons,thus increasingthe
detection efficiency and suppressing interdetector spil
lage. To confirm the expected improvement,a Monte
Carlo simulation has been performed and the results are
presented.
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DESCRIPTION OF DETECTOR AND MONTE CARLO
SIMULATIONS

A circular-ring positron tomograph consisting of
wedge-shaped detectors is sketched in Fig. 1. The max
imum oblique angle of the incident photon, 0, beyond
which no photons are possibly incident, is indicated and
given by

0 = 5ifl@(RO/RD)

where RD and R@represent radii of the system and the
object (or field of view), respectively. In Fig. 2, a con

FIG.1. IllustratIonof cWcular-rlngpositronemissiontomographwith
wedge-shapedBOOdetectors.0 shr1(R@/R,,)danotesmaximum
angleof incidence.
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FIG.2. Illustrationof conventionaldetectorarrangement.In (b)
absorptionlengthof crystalis indicatedbybrokenlinesandspillage
bydottedlines.Notelargerangeof absorptionlengthforobliquely
incidentphotons.
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FIG.3. IllustratIonof proposedwedge-shapeddetectorarrange
ment.Wedgeangle0 ismacisequalto maximumangleof incident
photons.
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FIG.4. FlowchartofMonteCarlosimulationprogram(computer
programavailableuponrequest).

ventional detector arrangement is illustrated, with pa
rameters where the large variation of absorption path
length is clearly apparent (b). Note that a large fraction
of photons obliquely incident towards the edge are spilled
into the adjacent detector. By using the proposed
wedge-shaped detector arrangement (Fig. 3), where
wedge angle is taken to be equal to the maximum oblique
incidence angle given by Eq. (1), absorption lengths can
be roughly equalized and detection efficiency is thus
increased compared with the conventional crystal
shape.

To quantify the improvement in detector efficiency
and interdetector spillage in the wedge-shaped crystal
compared with the conventional shape, a Monte Carlo
simulation has been performed. A flow chart of its
computer program is shown in Fig. 4. The photoelectric
interaction, Compton scatter, and Compton-plus-pho
toelectric absorption have been taken into account by
tracing each incident photon until it escapes from the
detector array or is completely absorbed. Annihilation
photons of 51 1 keV are projected on the incident face of
one detector, and the beam widths are kept the same for
both crystal shapes. That is, photons are projected uni
formly on the plane of the front face of the rectangular
type as well as the wedge-shaped detector (Figs. 2 and
3).

In the present study, bismuth germanate is assumed
as the detector material and detectors are closely packed,
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FIG.5. Resultsof MonteCarlosimulationfor8-mm-wideBOOde
tector with conventionalrectangularshapeand for two wedge
shapes with 0 20Â°and 30Â°.Primary detection efficiency (flo).
spillageto adjacentdetector(fli)' andspillageto next-to-adjacent
detector (712)are calculated as a function of incidence angle of
photon.

as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. Crystal height and length
(Fig. 2a) of 2 cm and 4 cm were used, and the energy
threshold was set at 350 keV to approximate practical
PET operation. Two detector widths (8 and 4 mm) and
three kinds of crystal shapes (20Â°and 30Â°wedges, and
the parallelepiped) were tested as a function of incidence
angle from 0Â°to 45Â°.In a real situation there are no
incident photons from outside the wedge angle, since this
angle is the largest incidence angle determined by the
sizes of object and detector ring. A total of 50,000 pho
tons were used for each simulated run.

DISCUSSION

Figures 5 and 6 are the results of the computer simu
lations. iio, flit and @12denote respectively the detection
efficiency of the primary detector (the one a given photon
enters first), percent of spillage to an adjacent detector,
and percent of further spillage to nest-to-adjacent de
tector. For a detector 8 mm wide, the improvements of
detection efficiency and interdetector spillage are shown
in Fig. 5. For example, compared with the rectangular

detector and for an incidence angle of 20Â°,the wedge
detectors have a gain in primary detector efficiency (flo)
of as much as 33% (from 0.45 to 0.6). Considering the
coincidence detection of two annihilation photons, this
amounts to 78% improvement. In addition, spillage to
an adjacent detector@ ) is also reduced from 33% to
17%. For a detector 4 mm wide (Fig. 6), the ratio of
primary detector efficiency (i0) to spillage into an ad

Incidence An@ [deq]

FIG.6. SameasFig.5butfordetectorwidth4 mm.

jacent detector (m) for a 20Â°wedge is also improved
markedly (0.38/0.23 = 1.61).

CONCLUSION

Bygivinga wedgeshapeto the frontendofa detecting
crystal, especially one with the high stopping power of
BGO, detection efficiencyas wellas spatial resolution
can be improved, due to the increase of absorption length
for photons incident at an oblique angle. By a Monte
Carlo simulation, a 33% increase in primary detection
efficiency and 54% decrease in spillage to an adjacent
detector are observed for the case of a detector 8 mm
wide. This should contribute to the uniformity of re
constructed images as well as to sensitivity. Considering
the sensitivity improvement and prevention of interde
tector spillage, which lead to the improvement of reso
lution and uniformity, especially for a narrow-width
BGO scintillation detector, the wedge-shapedcrystal
should be an important asset in future high-resolution
PET development.
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TABLE 1. RESULTS OF COMPARISON BETWEEN DFT AND WHT FOR
DIFFERENT PARAMETERS IN 30 STUDIES

Parameters DFT WHT r* Differences
tComputing time (seconds) 109.5Â±8.3 64.6Â±4.7 0.994 43.4Â±3.6

tLeft ventricle meanvalue of I 15 Â±20 105 Â±20 0.995 10
phase (degrees)

Standarddeviationof 22 22 0.99 â€”
phases in left ventricle
(degrees)

tMaximum value of 382 Â±198 490 Â±252 0.998 â€”I 08 (28%)
amplitude in left ventricle
(countsper pixel)

Correiationcoefficient.
tMean Â±standarddeviation.
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Erratum
In the articleentftled,â€œTheWaish-HadamardTransform:An AfternativeMeansof ObtainingPhaseandAmplitudeMaps:'

@ 25, May 1984,pp. 608-612,two errorsoccurredwhich are correctedbelow.

On page 610, in the first paragraph, the second sentence should read as follows:

The algorithm used in the computer Is the trigonometric form of DFT,
whereEqs.(1)and(2)havebeenappliedwithK 1andN 16,24.

On page 611,referenceis made to Table1, whichwas inadvertentlyomitted.Shownbelowis the completetable.

Erratum
The following subchairman and reviewers of the peripheral vascular papers for the 31st Annual Meeting in Los Angeles
were inedvertentlyomitted from the May Issueof the ..k*rnal ofMiclear Medicine and from the final program:

MichaelE. Siegel,M.D.,Subchairman
Charles A. Stewart, M.D.
Ung Yun R@v,M.D.,Ph.D.

Robert E. Henry M.D.

Erratum
Inthe May1984issueoftheJoumalofNuclearMedlclne,referenceto anabstractappearingin that issuewasinadvertently
omittedIntheAuthorIndexunderThakur,ML.Dr.Thakurwasco-authorof â€œPlateletLabelingin PlasmaMadeSimple
andEfficient:PreparationandEvaluation,â€•appearingonP65.
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